ENCLOSURE
MONO BASIN OPERATIONS PLAN UNDER THE AMENDED TUCP
INTRODUCTION
This is a proposed amendment to the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power’s
(LADWP’s) Temporary Urgency Change Petition (TUCP), dated January 22, 2019. This
proposed amendment to the TUCP covers a 6-month (180-day) period, starting on
April 4, 2019 and ending on September 30th, 2019. Since the start date is April 4, 2019,
the flow schemes proposed in the original TUCP will not be implemented.
The operation plan starting April 4, 2019, for the 180-day period, is presented herein
below.
MONO BASIN OPERATIONS PLAN RY2019-20 UNDER THE AMENDED TUCP
Forecast for RY2019-20
The Mono Basin’s April 1st forecast for RY2019-20 is not yet available. However, it is
projected that RY2019-20 is either an “EXTREME-WET” or “WET” or “WET/Normal
Years” year type. This operations plan covers all year types in accordance with the Draft
Amended License for the 180-days starting April 4, 2019.
Rush Creek
EXTREME WET – Rush Creek Stream Ecosystem Flows (SEFs) will follow Table 1A of
the Draft Amended License (Attachment); or
WET - Rush Creek SEFs will follow Table 1B of the Draft Amended License; or
(Attachment); or
WET/Normal - Rush Creek SEFs will follow Table 1C of the Draft Amended License
(Attachment).
It must be noted that current infrastructure may not allow LADWP to be able to deliver
the magnitude of flows and duration listed in Table 1A and Table 1B when those flows
exceed 380 cfs. Any failures in magnitude and duration for flow requirements in these
tables above 380 cfs will not be constituted as a violation as long as LADWP makes
efforts to manage Grant Lake Reservoir and Lee Vining Creek diversions in a manner
that maximizes magnitude and duration of the peak flows above 380 cfs.
Although it is desirable to maximize Lee Vining Creek diversions in order to assist with
maximizing magnitude and duration of the peak flows, the current infrastructure is not
well suited for implementation of Table 2A for the Lee Vining Creek flows and diversions
(see below for Lee Vining Creek discussion).
Lee Vining Creek
For both EXTREME WET AND WET year types, Lee Vining SEFs will follow Table 2A
of the Draft Amended License (Attachment).
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An exception to the flows in Table 2A will be made in September during fish monitoring
activities where flow in Lee Vining Creek will be set to 28 cfs for up to two weeks in
order to ensure the safety of the stream scientists and LADWP biologists performing the
fish monitoring activities. The exact dates for the fish monitoring activities will be
determined later in the year.
As mentioned in LADWP’s Feasibility Report to the Synthesis Report and in the Petition
for Temporary Urgency Change Application sent to the SWRCB in 2010, implementing
Table 2A flows for Lee Vining Creek presents challenges for LADWP with current
infrastructure as the current infrastructure does not function accurately when setting a
constant diversion flow while Lee Vining Creek flow fluctuates.
In addition, in recent years Lee Vining Creek flow has fluctuated drastically on a day-today basis due to Southern California Edison operations upstream of the Lee Vining
Creek Intake. This adds further concern to LADWP’s ability to accurately implement
flows as outlined in Table 2A.
LADWP will be implementing Table 2A flows to the extent that the current infrastructure
allows, but also will be conservative in operations so ensure flows in Lee Vining Creek
do not drop below the minimum specified flows as outlined in Table 2A. The
conservative operations will most likely result in less water being diverted from Lee
Vining Creek than allowed by Table 2A.
Parker and Walker Creeks
All flows will be continuously bypassed per Provision 11 c of the Draft Amended
License.
Planned Exports for RY 2019-20
LADWP will export 16,000 AF for RY2019-20, but due to high runoff in the Eastern
Sierra will delay the decision on the export timing until later in the runoff year.

Communication
LADWP will communicate with Mono Basin parties (Mono Lake Committee, California
Trout, California Department of Fish and Wildlife), the stream scientists (Bill Trush and
Ross Taylor), and the State Water Resources Control Board during the 180-day period
to coordinate and gain input as SEFs proceed. Specifically, one conference call will be
scheduled within a reasonable time of the April runoff forecast to discuss final year type
and operations plan and address questions and stream scientist input that may result
from the operations plan. LADWP will also provide reasonable communication to update
parties, answer questions, and address unforeseen challenges as SEFs are delivered
according to the April 1 forecast for RY 2019-20.
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